Latent attribute prediction problem in social network provides a set of conditions for the construction of text classification models. The general framework of current latent attribute prediction problems is mapping the text in social network to vector space, along with a classification model to classify different categories. Unfortunately, as the vector space model ignores the similarity and relevance between different words, it fails to identify the semantic fuzziness in natural language and always performs badly on a long text. With the aim of finding a better framework for age prediction problem, in this paper we propose a word embedding based tensor space model which maps text to tensor feature space. The proposed method relies on supervised tensor learning algorithms which are well studied by many scholars, thus allowing for its easy application in text classification problems. Two experiments on different testing sets show the effectiveness and limitation of our approach.
Introduction
With the recent explosion of social network, studies have increasingly focus on predicting latent attributes of users from large amounts of freely available content. These latent attributes include user gender[1],{ [3] age,[4[ location, [5] political preferences, [6] etc. Most studies are conducted on a labeled data set, and thus formulated the latent attributes prediction as a text classification problem.
Current studies always adopt the vector space model (VSM) [7] to represent the text in social media as vectors of identifiers, along with a classification model to classify different categories. The VSM is a straightforward practical method in many text-related applications, such as text classification [8] , information filtering [9] and in-formation retrieval [10] . Unfortunately, the VSM only records the frequency information of words, ignoring the similarity and relevance between words. It has following limitations:
The large dimensionality always leads to the curse of dimensionality, and thus affects the performance of text classification and regression; Search keywords must precisely match document terms: word substrings might result in a \false positive match"; Semantic sensitivity; documents with similar context but different term vocabulary won't be associated, resulting in a \false negative match"; It theoretically assumes terms are statistically independent. To deal with these limitations, we propose the tensor space model (TSM) based on word embedding. Word embedding is a feature learning technique which learns a distributed representation model that mapping the words in vocabulary to vectors of real numbers in a low-dimensional space. The methods to generate this distributed representation model include neural network [11] , dimensionality reduction on the word co-occurrence matrix [12] , and explicit representation in terms of the context in which words appear [13] . On the basis of word embedding, the proposed TSM transforms each document to a 2-d tensor (matrix) whose rows correspond to the Words in documents and columns correspond to the vectors in distributed model. Compared to VSM, TSM has following advantages: It effciently reduces the dimensionality and the number of free parameters in VSM;
It utlizes the similarity and relevance information between words, to better handle the semantic fuzziness in natural language; In this paper, the TSM is applied to an age group classification problem in Sina weibo. Sina weibo is one of the most popular social media in China, with more than 200 millions active users in January 2016. We collect a corpus containing more than 30 millions tweets from about 650 thousands users, and then select tweets of 2127 labeled users from this corpus as our labeled data set. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe how we collect data and embedding words. In section 3, we show the details of proposed TSM, along with the support tensor machine algorithm for classifying age groups. Section 4 presents three experiments to prove the effectiveness of proposed method. In section 5, we conclude with a summary.
Data and Pre-Training

Data collection
The data in this study are obtained from the official open API provided by Sina weibo. We collected a corpus which contains the tweets and tag information of 650,000 users. The tag information, as a special personal information in Sina weibo, is a group of tags to describe the most typical characters of user, as shown in figure 1. User can select tags from a given keyword list or edit new ones. Through tag information, we can find that there are 3537 users have the tag \post-80s", and 2156 users have the tag \post-90s". In our study, we assume that these two tags Indicate the birth year of users, and thus construct a labeled data set containing two age groups: post-80s group and post-90s group.
In this way, we formulate the age prediction problem as a text classification problem based on a labeled data set. To ensure the effectiveness of the labeled data set, we delete those users with less than 10 tweets from our data set. Finally, the data set in our study contains about 535 thousands tweets from 2127 users (1380 in post-80s group, and 747 in post-90s group).
Word embedding
In our study, corpus we obtained from Sina weibo is used to train a word distributed representation model. Before training the model, we need to segment the Chinese tweets into words, so that we can identify them in word embedding process. We adopt an open source Chinese word segmentation tool NLPIR [14] to segment the Chinese tweets in corpus.
In addition to the Chinese word segmentation, another open source tool word2vec from Google is adopted to train a word distributed representation model [15] . In this process, all words in the labeled data set will be successfully mapped to distributed vectors. Finally, we have trained a 40-d distributed representation model which contains vectors of 161427 words.
Tensor Space Model
In this section, the tensor space mode (TSM) is presented for addressing our text classification problem. To reduce the feature dimensionality and utilize similarity and relevance information between words, the proposed TSM shown in Fig. 2 , in its essential, is a collection of words' distributed vectors. To ensure each sample in TSM has a uniform dimensionality, the first step is extracting a fixed number of keywords of each users. Then, tweets of each user is represented as a matrix instance (2-d tensor) which contains the distributed vectors of keywords. In figure 2 , m denotes the number of keywords of each user, d denotes the dimensions of the distributed representation model, and n represents the number of samples in labeled data set. After tensor representation, the support tensor machine16 is adopted as our classifier.
Keywords extraction
After word embedding, as the number of words in tweets of different users are different, we cannot just simply combine the distributed vectors of all words together, or it will lead to a diverse dimensionality in feature space. To ensure a uniform dimensionality, we only extract a fixed number of representative keywords for each user. In this paper, the term frequency -inverse document frequency (tf-idf) [17] method is adopted to extract the keywords, which is briefly introduced as follows: The term frequency (tf) of term in document d is calculated as:
Where is the times of term occurred in document d, and is the number of words in document d.
The inverse document frequency (idf) is the measure of one term's importance in the corpus. The idf of term i in corpus D is calculated as:
Where N denotes the total number of documents in the corpus, denotes the number of documents where the term appears (tfi;d > 0). Then tf-idf of term in document d of corpus D is calculated as:
Tensor feature space
To utilize the similarity and relevance information, we will use the collection of distributed word vectors to construct a new tensor feature space for text classification. However, it is not wise to simply collect the vectors of keywords together, because the importance of different keywords are not equal. To retain importance, the keywords of user U will be mapped to vectors as follows:
(4) Then, a matrix instance (2-d tensor) for each user is contructed as follows:
(5) Finally, the tweets of all users will be transformed to a 3-d tensor feature space , where m denotes the number of keywords, d denotes the dimension of distributed representation, and n denotes the number of samples (users).
Tensor learning
One question remained in section B is that why we transform tweets to a tensor space , instead of a high-dimensional vector space . That is because tensor representation helps to reduce the number of free parameters in learning process. In this paper, we adopt the support tensor machine (STM)[16] as our classifier. For a training sample , the decision function of STM will be (6) where the projection vectors , and bias b are obtained from (7) where  denotes the outer product, denotes the squared Frobenius norm, and is the vector of all slake vaiables to deal with the linearinseparable problem.
As the tensor learning model is not the main focus of this paper (but will be the focus of our further studies), the optimization of STM will not be introduced in this paper [18] . 
Experiment
In this section, we compares the performance of TSM with that of VSM. Linear Support Vector Machine (C-SVM), Naive Bayes and k-nearest neighbor (kNN) in vector space are adopted as the baselines. To make the result more convincing, we conduct three experiments using different testing set. In experiment 1, the labeled samples are randomly splitted into two parts: 80% for training and 20% for testing. In experiment 2, to avoid the noise resulted from the ambiguous definition of post-80s and post-90s, we find 175 users whose age information are publicly available in our corpus to construct a new testing set.
Experiment on Current Data Set
As mentioned in section 3, our data set contains 2127 labeled users (1380 were born in 1980s and 747 were born in 1990s). The dimension of distributed representation model is 40, and the number of keywords for each user is 100. The rank and cost of support tensor machine (STM) is set to `6' and `0.35'. In baselines, we apply x 2 test to select the most correlated 20000 features. Then, in C-SVM, we set the cost to `64', and use the default setting in libsvm for other parameters. In kNN, the number of neighbors is set to `5'. All the experiments are conducted on a computer with Inter(R) Core(TM) i5-2500 3.30GHZ cpu and 8GB RAM memory.
Tab. 1 Accuracy (%) and standard deviation of tensor method and vector methods
Tab. 2 Training time of one experiment
The averaged result of 50 random experiments is given in table 1. The training time for one experiment is given in Tab. 2. The sensitivity of the cost of STM is analyzed in Fig. 3 . With similar training time, the STM obviously outperforms the vector-based methods.
Experiment on Examined Users
In experiment 1, most of the labels in our data set are accurate, but noise still exists because of the ambiguous boundary between post-80s and post-90s. Some Chinese argue that post-80s are people born in 1980-1989, while others insist that post-80s should be people born in [1981] [1982] [1983] [1984] [1985] [1986] [1987] [1988] [1989] [1990] , which leads to some errors in the labels. In order to obtain a testing set without noise, we artificially check the personal information in Sina (which cannot be obtained from open APIs) of 175 users in our corpus to know their actual age. In experiment 2, a new testing set with examined labels contains 175 users is constructed, with the exact definition that post-80s are people born in 1980-1989. In addition, the training set in this experiment is the combination of training set and testing set in experiment 1. The parameters are set to the same settings of experiment 1. Table 3 shows the result of proposed method and baselines.
Tab. 3 Testing Accuracy (%) on examined testing set
Conclusion
In this paper, we study the problem of age prediction in Sina weibo and our ma-jor contribution lies in the text representation model. To utilize the similarity and relevance information between words and reduce the dimensionality in text classification, a wording embedding based tensor space model is proposed. Moreover, support tensor machine is adopted as the classifier in tensor space. In experiments, performance of the proposed method outperforms the baselines on different data sets.
The key findings in our study include: 1) Since the tensor learning method can effectively decrease the number of free parameters, the proposed method works well in applications with limited training data. 2) Performance of the proposed method largely relies on the comprehensiveness of distributed representation model, which has been shown in experiment 3.
